Automated reasoning about sets has received a considerable amount of interest in the literature. Techniques for such reasoning have been used in, for instance, analyses of programming languages, terminological logics and spatial reasoning. In this paper, we identify a new class of set constraints where checking satis ability is tractable (i.e. polynomial-time). We show how to use this tractability result for constructing a new tractable fragment of intuitionistic logic. Furthermore, we prove NP-completeness of several other cases of reasoning about sets.
Introduction
There has been considerable interest in formalisms for describing and reasoning about sets. We begin by describing some of these. The most well-studied class of set constraints is, probably, Herbrand set constraints. Such have been suggested as a formalism for describing relationships between sets of terms of a free algebra. A positive set constraint has the form X Y , where X and Y are set expressions. Examples of set expressions are ? (the empty set), (a set-valued variable), c(X; Y ) (a constructor application), and the union, intersection, or complement of set expressions. The computational problem then is to decide whether there exists an assignment that satis es all the given set constraints. This is the classical de nition of a set constraint as stated in, for example, the paper by Heintze and Ja ar 1990] . However, certain researchers have also studied negative set constraints Marriott and Odersky, 1992; Aiken and Murphy, 1991] , i.e. set constraints of the form X 6 Y .
There are a number of important applications for automated reasoning about Herbrand set constraints. These include analyses of programming languages Aiken et al., 1994b; Heintze and Ja ar, 1990; Reynolds, 1969] , logic programming Aiken and Lakshman, 1994; Heintze and Ja ar, 1992] and the study of nite automata Brzozowski and Leiss, 1980] . On the theoretical side, rapid progress has been made in understanding the algorithms for and complexity of solving various classes of set constraints. One of the most important results is that the satis ability problem for set constraint is decidable even if we allow negative constraints Aiken et al., 1994a; Gilleron et al., 1993] . On the practical side, several systems have been implemented for reasoning based on solving systems of set constraints Aiken et al., 1994b; .
A variant of set constraints are the Tarskian set constraints Givan et al., 1996; J onsson and Tarski, 1951; J onsson and Tarski, 1952] . Syntactically, Tarskian set constraints are very similar to Herbrand set constraints. The di erence is that Tarskian set constraints are interpreted relative to a rst-order structure whereas Herbrand set constraints are always interpreted over the Herbrand universe generated by a speci ed set of constructor functions. This di erence fundamentally changes the nature of the satis ability problem.
Reasoning about sets has also received attention in the arti cial intelligence community. One example is so-called \concept languages" or \ter-minological languages" Schmidt-Schau and Smolka, 1991; Brachman and Schmolze, 1985] . The set expressions of concept languages are constructed from from set variables and relation variables using a variety of compositional mechanisms. For instance, the expression 8R:C where R is a relation expression and C is a set expression denotes the set fx j 8y:R(x; y) ! y 2 Cg:
Many of these languages can be viewed as highly restricted fragments of propositional dynamic logic (PDL) Donini et al., 1991] . Thus, many of them have satis ability problems in P, NP or Pspace which is signi cantly better than full PDL which is Exptime-complete De Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1994 ].
Reasoning about sets has also appeared in connection with other types of logics, such as modal logics. These logics involve formulae which are true or false of possible worlds in Kripke structures. It is natural to view a Kripke structure as an ordinary rst order structure whose domain is the set of possible worlds. In this view each formula denotes a set of worlds, which is nothing more than a subset of the domain of the structure in which the formula is interpreted.
In this paper, we study a variation of reasoning about Tarskian set constraints. More speci cally, we continue the study of the set relations by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] , restricting the set expressions to only allow for set-valued variables, but allowing them to be related by relations other than : variables are related with subset ( ), disjointness ( disj ) and nonequality (6 =), and we allow disjunctions of such set relations. As a concrete example, consider the following three relations: Z X; Z Y; X disj Y: It is not hard to see that we can satisfy these relations by setting X = Y = Z = ?. However, if we disallow the use of the empty set, we cannot satisfy the relations. The case investigated by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] was the case where the empty set is disallowed, whereas the emphasis of this paper is on the other case, allowing the empty set as well. We shall see that this choice has a strong impact on the complexity of the satis ability problem in certain cases.
The results in this paper complement the results of Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] , and show the complexity of the satis ability problem for ve types of formulae, where the empty set is allowed in models of set contraints: general formulae, Horn formulae of two kinds, Krom formulae and atomic formulae. The results show that the problem is polynomial for atomic formulae and NP-complete for Krom and general formulae. For one kind of Horn formulae, the problem is polynomial if we disallow the empty set and NP-complete otherwise, but for the other kind both problems are polynomial.
Even though the problem that we are about to study appears to be severely restricted, it appears to be useful. To demonstrate this, we show how it can be used in inference in intuitionistic logic. We exhibit a subclass of intuitionistic propositional logic (see, for example, Heyting 1971] or Dragalin 1988] for an introduction), where computing entailment can be done in polynomial time. This an improvement of the general case, since the full problem has been shown to be PSPACE-complete Statman, 1979] . Furthermore, intuitionistic logic and spatial reasoning are intimately connected: it is used for that purpose by Bennett 1994] , and indeed, Nebel 1995] found a tractable subclass of intuitionistic logic, which aided in nding a tractable subclass of spatial reasoning. In this paper, we show that our tractable class is incomparable to that of Nebel 1995] .
The structure of the paper follows: In Section 2 we introduce the formalism to be used, the disjunctive set relations, DSRs. Its computational properties are investigated for di erent restrictions on the DSRs in Section 3, Section 4 and Section 5. Finally, we apply these results to intuitionistic logic in Section 6, after which a discussion and conclusions conclude the paper.
Disjunctive Set Relations
Our approach to reasoning about sets is based on that of Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] , extended with concepts for handling also empty sets in models: There are set variables and relations on these. We assume that we have a xed universe of variable names for sets. Then, an S ? -interpretation is a function that maps set variables to (possibly empty) sets whereas an Sinterpretation is a function that maps set variables to nonempty sets. The case of S-interpretations has already been investigated by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] .
We will relate set variables by the following three relations: subset ( ), non-equality (6 =) and disjointness ( disj ) having the usual de nitions. A formula of this type is called an atomic relation. A disjunctive set relation (DSR) is a set (disjunction) of atomic relations.
An atomic relation XRY is satis ed by an S ? -interpretation (S-inter-pretation) I i I(X)RI(Y ). A DSR = f 1 ; : : : ; n g (which is more conveniently written as a disjunction = 1 _ : : : _ n ) is said to be S ? -satis able (S-satis able) i there exists an S ? -interpretation (S-interpretation) that satis es at least one member of each i , 1 i n. Such a satisfying S ? -interpretation (S-interpretation) is said to be an S ? -model (S-model) of . We also allow conjunctions of two or more DSRs 1 ; : : : ; n written as 1^: : :^ n , which are interpreted in the obvious way.
For DSRs, we have the following natural reasoning problem which we will denote DSRSat ? and DSRSat, respectively.
Relation
DSR-form We will see that DSRSat ? is NP-complete later on. DSRSat was proved to be NP-complete by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] . To de ne tractable subclasses of these problems, we need to name some special classes of DSRs.
De nition 2.1 Let be a DSR. Then we let S( ) denote the set of subset relations in , NE( ) the set of non-equality relations, D( ) the set of disjointness relations, NS( ) = NE( ) D( ), and SD( ) = S( ) D( ). We say that is subset relation i jNS( )j = 0, is a non-subset relation i jS( )j = 0, is an SD-relation i jNE( )j = 0, and is a non-SD-relation i jSD( )j = 0. If is a subset or a non-subset relation we say that is homogeneous and otherwise heterogeneous. If is an SD or a non-SD-relation we say that is 2-homogeneous and otherwise 2-heterogeneous. If j j = 1, then is atomic, if j j 2, then is Krom, To understand the algorithm Atom-SAT ? , a few things need to be explained. First, note that the input to the algorithm does not consist of a nite set of atomic DSRs, but of a directed, labelled graph (DLG). This is no loss of generality since any AtomDSRSat ? instance can be represented by a DLG, where the nodes are set variables and the arcs are labelled by the relations , 6 = and disj . From now on, let ? be an arbitrary instance of AtomDSRSat ? and G = hV; Ei the DLG representing it.
We need the following auxiliary de nitions. Proof: First note that the collapsing done in lines 2-3 preserves soundness, i.e. it does not remove any models, by Lemma 3.5.
Suppose that the algorithm rejects, and let G be obtained from G by performing the collapsing done in lines 2-3. Then there are two inconsistent nodes in G . Now, by Lemma 3.5, G cannot have an S ? -model. Since lines 2-3 preserve soundness, G cannot have an S ? -model. 2
Next, we prove the soundness of the algorithm. Garey and Johnson, 1979] . The problem has the following de nition:
Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that each clause c 2 C has jcj = 3. Question: Is C satis able? Let L = hU; Ci be an instance of 3sat with U = fu 1 ; : : : ; u m g and C = fc 1 ; : : : ; c n g We will construct an instance of HornDSRSat ? that is S ? -satis able i L is satis able.
We begin by introducing the empty set by the following axiom: E disj E. Clearly, E = ? in any model. For each u i in U, we introduce a set variable x i . We will interpret x i as follows: u i is false if x i = ? and u i is true if x i 6 = ?. Consider the following set of Horn DSRs:
Clearly, ? has an S ? -model i L is satis able. Also note that the relation is not used anywhere in ?. Hence, the theorem follows. 2
As a simple consequence of this result and Lemma 3.9, DSRSat ? is also NP-complete. Next, we show the tractability of 2HornDSRSat. The proof is very similar to how the tractability of HornDSRSat was proved Jonsson and Drakengren, 1996] . The idea of constructing Horn classes in this way originated in the paper by Jonsson and B ackstr om 1996 Proof: Induction over n, the number of 2-heterogeneous DSRs in ?.
Suppose n = 0, and that the algorithm accepts, which has to be in line 8. Then the formulae in A are S ? -satis able, and there does not exist any 2 ? that 2-blocks A. Now, by Lemma 4.4, ? is S ? -satis able. Suppose ? contains n + 1 2-heterogeneous DSRs, assuming that the result holds for n. First suppose that the algorithm accepts in line 7 (that is, within that call). Then (? ? f g) SD( ), containing n 2-heterogeneous DSRs, is S ? -satis able by the induction hypothesis. By Lemma 4.5, this is equivalent to ? being S ? -satis able. Now instead suppose that the algorithm accepts in line 8. Then there does not exist any 2 ? with jNE( )j > 0 which 2-blocks A. By Lemma 4.4, this means that ? is S ? -satis able. 2
The completeness of 2-Horn-SAT is shown in the following two lemmata.
Lemma 4.7 Let ? be a set of 2-Horn DSRs. Let C ? be the set of SD DSRs in ?. If there exists a non-SD DSR 2 ? that 2-blocks C, then ? is not S ? -satis able.
Proof: In any solution to ?, the relations in C f g have to be be S ? -satis ed. Since is a non-SD DSR and 2-blocks C, this is not possible, and the lemma follows. 2 Lemma 4.8 Let ? be a set of 2-Horn DSRs. If 2-Horn-SAT(?) rejects, then ? is not S ? -satis able.
Proof: Induction over n, the number of 2-heterogeneous DSRs in ?.
If n = 0 then, 2-Horn-SAT can reject in lines 3 or 5. If 2-Horn-SAT rejects in line 3, then, trivially, ? is not S ? -satis able. If 2-Horn-SAT rejects in line 5, then there exists a non-SD DSR 2 ? that 2-blocks A. Hence, ? is not S ? -satis able by Lemma 4.7. Suppose that ? contains n + 1 2-heterogeneous DSRs, assuming that the result holds for n. If 2-Horn-SAT rejects in line 3, then clearly ? is not S ? -satis able. If 2-Horn-SAT rejects in line 5, then ? is not S ? -satis able by Lemma 4.7. If 2-Horn-SAT rejects in line 7, then (? ? f g) SD( ), which contains n 2-heterogeneous DSRs, is not S ? -satis able by the induction hypothesis. By Lemma 4.5, this is equivalent with ? not being S ? -satis able. 2
Finally, we can show that 2-Horn-SAT is a polynomial-time algorithm and, thus, show that 2HornDSRSat is polynomial.
Theorem 4.9 2HornDSRSat is polynomial. Proof: By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.8, it is su cient to show that 2-Horn-SAT is polynomial. The number of recursive calls is bounded by the number of 2-heterogeneous DSRs in the given input. By Theorem 3.8, we can in polynomial time decide whether a set of atomic DSRs is S ? -satis able. Since we need only check a polynomial number of such systems in each recursion, the theorem follows. 2
The Krom Case
In the case of propositional logic, satis ability can be checked in polynomial time for so-called Krom formulae (i.e. CNF formulae with two literals or less per clause). Therefore, in this section we study the corresponding restriction on DSRs in order to check whether the restriction to Krom formulae yields a tractable satis ability problem. The answer unfortunately turns out to be negative for both the case of S ? -models and S-models. Recall Neither of these restrictions were investigated by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] . We shall show that both of these problems are NP-complete.
Theorem 5.1 KromDSRSat is NP-complete. Proof: DSRSat is in NP, by Lemma 3.9, so KromDSRSat is in NP.
We show hardness for NP by a polynomial-time reduction from Monotone 3sat, which is de ned as follows.
Instance: Propositional logic formula V i C i over some set P of propositional symbols, where either C i p _ q _ r or C i :p _ :q _ :r, for propositional symbols p; q; r 2 P. Denote the formula obtained by performing these replacements by 0 . It is easy to see that is satis able i 0 is, and that the reduction is polynomial. Now, from an instance of the above NP-complete problem, construct an instance ? of KromDSRSat as follows. First, introduce a new set variable E, and for each propositional symbol p in , introduce a set variable P. For each such variable P, add a relation E P. We intend to model that P is false in a model i P = E holds in that model.
For each C i p _ q _ r, add a relation P 6 = Q _ R 6 = E, and for each C i :p _ :r, add a relation P E _ R E. Collect all these formulae in ?. It is easy to see that ? has an S-interpretation i is satis able, and that the reduction is polynomial. We can now summarize the complexity results for the di erent restricted version of DSRs, from the proofs in this paper and the paper by Jonsson and Drakengren 1996] . The result can be found in Table 2 .
DSRSat DSRSat ?
Atomic P P 2-Horn P P Horn P NPC Krom NPC NPC General NPC NPC In this section we exploit a connection between topology and intuitionistic logic found by Tarski 1956] , namely that entailment in intuitionistic logic corresponds to entailment using set equations and topological models, in order to restrict the general entailment problem of intuitionistic logic to one that is computable in polynomial time. By the fact that the general problem is PSPACE-complete Statman, 1979; Hudelmaier, 1993] , this represents an improvement, but of course at the cost of a more restricted language. To our knowledge the only such known tractable subclass is that of Nebel Nebel, 1995] , restricting queries of the form 1 ; : : : ; n`I n+1 so that every i is a member of the set I b , the set of binary clauses, containing formulae of the following kinds: :x; :x _ :y; :(x^y); :x _ y; x ! y;
x; x _ y; x^y; :x^y; :x^:y:
Later, we shall see that our class is incomparable with Nebel's. First, we need a few concepts. For a concise introduction to topology, see Arkhangelskii and Fedorchuk 1990] . Much of the following notation is taken from Bennett 1994 ].
De nition 6.2 Let P be an enumerable set of propositional symbols. Then is a formula in propositional intuitionistic logic (or an I 0 formula) over P i is a formula in propositional logic over P. We use`I to denote entailment in I 0 .
A topological interpretation of I 0 is a tuple hU; T ; P; di, where hU; T i is a topological space (inducing the interior mapping i), P is an enumerable set of propositional symbols, and d is a denotation function assigning each p 2 P a set in T . The domain of d is extended to all I 0 formulae formed from these variables by de ning
We use j = T to denote topological entailment, i.e. entailment between setequations which may contain the interior operator i, using topological interpretations. 2 Tarski 1956] has established the following connection between topology and intuitionistic logic. 
Discussion
Having identi ed a tractable fragment of intuitionistic logic, several interesting questions arise. Nebel 1995] uses his tractable class in order to obtain a tractable class for spatial reasoning, in the so-called RCC-8 spatial algebra Randell and Cohn, 1989; Randell et al., 1992] . This class was later extended by Renz 1996 ] to a maximal tractable subclass of that spatial algebra. Thus, since this class is incomparable to Nebel's, is it possible to use it to obtain other tractable subclasses of RCC-8, by reducing their satis ability problem to that of intuitionistic logic? For the case of the RCC-5 spatial algebra, all possible cases of tractable subclasses have already been characterised Renz, 1996; Jonsson and Drakengren, 1997] .
Another relevant question is whether we can use our tractable class of set constraints for tractable inference in other logical systems. For instance, Renz 1996 ] uses classes of modal logics in order to prove classes of the RCC-5 and RCC-8 spatial algebras tractable, so there is obviously a connection between these formalisms, and our reasoning about sets. It would thus be interesting to investigate whether we can nd tractable classes of these logics, and related formalisms.
Conclusions
We have found a new class of set constraints, the 2-Horn DSRs, for which reasoning is tractable (i.e. polynomial). This class is used for constructing a new class in intuitionistic logic, where tractable inference can be performed. In order to investigate the borderline between tractable and intractable reasoning with set constraints, we prove that a class of set constraints previously proved tractable, the Horn DSRs, becomes intractable if the empty set is allowed as values for set variables. In addition, we prove that the restriction to Krom formulae, which is known to be polynomial for propositional logic, is still NP-complete for set constraints, whether or not the empty set is allowed for set variables.
